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John Ogilby’s *Atlas Chinensis*: Anglo-Dutch Exchange and the (Re)Printing of China

Carol Mejia LaPerle, Wright State University

“They are Novices, and ignorant in Affairs, and obstinate in refusing to accommodate themselves to the Customs of the Country.”
-English translation of a Portuguese priest witness to a Dutch ambassadortial attempt in China

From the second edition of John Ogilby’s compilation of European encounters in China, the epigraph is an excerpt of Father Balion’s letter to his fellow Portuguese priest Father Adams. The statement encapsulates the Catholic priest’s judgment of why the second Dutch embassy failed in China. By calling the Dutch “novices” and “ignorant,” Balion highlights his expertise on Chinese conventions even as he withholds any approval of those customs. Contrary to Dutch insufficiencies, the “accommodation” Father Balion makes to the “customs of the country” is as an insider. And yet to accommodate Chinese mores and rituals is quite different from full assimilation into the host country, delineating the agent’s astute performance of custom from his heartfelt acceptance of them. The statement is a miniscule yet revealing testament to the nuances essential to successfully navigating cross cultural exchanges in the period. Scholarship recovering early modern global encounters reveals the seventeenth century as a time of transnational cultural exchange and economic interdependency between various state systems. But as the epigraph shows, global encounters are not only transnational and multi-directional, they are also the product of various levels of linguistic and cultural translation. That they are mediated by translation, however, hardly diminishes the emphatic and seemingly urgent investments of the many agents participating in such encounters. This project is about agents who represented and mediated European interests in China, drawing particular attention to how global encounters were compiled, translated, and disseminated through print circulation in Western Europe.

I argue that John Ogilby’s *Atlas Chinensis*, an English translation of Dutch accounts about China compiled by the printer Olfert Dapper in 1670
as *Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der Nederlandsch Oost-Indische Maatschappye, op de kust en in het keizzerrijk van Taising of Sina*, reveals the investments of multiple agents of seventeenth century travel and trade: travelers, ambassadors, witnesses, state representatives and, perhaps less obviously, book producers. While providing a structure to organize the amalgamation of stories, engravings, inventory lists, maps, personal letters, company reports, and ethnographic observations about China, *Atlas Chinensis* also offers a way to trace Anglo-Dutch relations in the latter part of the seventeenth century as these relations emerge through the traffic between dominant print houses in London and in Amsterdam. What emerges is a process of dilation and compaction that manages to convey the scale of the Dutch experience in China: the book simultaneously provides detailed dilation of specific rituals and expectations unique to Chinese commercial opportunities while compacting a vast array of representations of China cobbled from various European outlets. A comprehensive account of this process is beyond the scope of a single study, but a close analysis of the third Dutch embassy in China—the topical occasion of Dapper’s 1670 compilation—provides a useful glimpse of the means and the motives for the repeated interpellation of China for European consumption. Occupying a central place within *Atlas Chinensis*’s expansive treatment, accounts of the embassy condense two years’ worth of effort in which the Dutch train travelled from the marginal provinces to the imperial palace in Peking and back, attempted commerce in coastal regions and in cities, prepared and conferred gifts including horses and oxen, banqueted, practiced ceremonial rituals, and waited for a private conference with the Emperor that was never granted. Despite the frustrations plaguing Dutch efforts in China, the embassy’s topical significance for Dapper’s compilation emerges as crucial to understanding the role of print beyond the actual encounter. Book producers and translators like Dapper and Ogilby expand the audience of cross-cultural contact and thus serve as mediators, indeed enablers, of global interactions. So while the Dutch embassy described in *Atlas Chinensis* reveals a historically specific encounter via political maneuvers and trade negotiations, detailing interactions between the Dutch and the Chinese, it is the book’s compilation, translation, and dissemination that present, for its various European audiences, broader conditions for European engagement in Asia. The English translation of the third Dutch
embassy in China enacts the inclinations of an emergent print medium that was, from its inception as a product for mass consumption, transnational in orientation and mercantile in function.

The London publication of Atlas Chinensis in 1671 is one of many instances documenting Europe’s fascination with China in the early modern period, though it was a fascination experienced by the English vicariously and unrequitedly. The rather inauspicious opening of the volume highlights the key complaints of European interaction with the Chinese:

Many years are past since several Europeans, especially the English, Spaniards, Portuguese and Hollanders, have with indefatigable Endeavors persevered towards the acquiring a free and unmolested Trade in China. Yet though they have variously attempted what might seem probably to this Effect, their whole Undertakings have proved little better than a Labor in vain; for the Chinese priding in the substance of their own Product, and too strictly observing an Ancient law, prohibiting the Admission of any Strangers into their Country, excepting such only as bringing Tributes from the adjacent Borders, paid Homage to their Emperor, as Supreme Lord of the World, or else Foreign Ambassadors abhorred, all Correspondency abroad.¹

This passage blames the obstacles of contact to a strict Chinese foreign policy, a policy subjected to cultural antiquity and disdainful of foreigners except when they “pay homage.” But the underlying complaint is not simply the frustration with wasted resources—money, time, and lives—that yield no concrete gain. The tension, rather, is between decades of frustration pitted against the potential for endless riches. “Free and unmolested trade” would render China, as well as most of South Asia, open for business. Ambassadorsial attempts by the Dutch seek to establish commercial storehouses and a small military garrison in coastal provinces such as Canton and Hockfieu, modeled after the Dutch stronghold in Batavia. But such hope gives way to the reality of a deeply subordinate position as “strangers” (a term often used by the Chinese to describe Europeans) who must take the year-long round trip to the royal palace in Peking from the coast in order to offer tributary gifts to the “Supreme Lord of the World” and to perform the extensive bureaucratic gestures essential to ingratiating themselves to the various government representatives along
the way. Although *Atlas Chinensis* is filled with materials that describe Chinese social and religious customs, chart geographical descriptions of the land and provinces, and record local attitudes about everything from children to fashion, these materials are ancillary to the larger venture of Euro-Sino trade relations. It is within this context of eagerness and frustration that the last and most ambitious Dutch embassy was launched in 1666.

Andrew Hadfield formulates European approaches to the Far East as one in which “trade and profit were the principal goals, not colonization and conquest.” The emphasis on trade is especially notable in the book industry, often cited as the rationale for translations of travel narratives for an English audience, or in the words of the translator of Alvarez Semedo’s *The History of the Great and Renowned Monarchy of China* (1655): “to satisfy the curious and advance the Trade of Great Britain.” Ogilby’s translation is part of a tradition of equating China with material gain rather than a location for missionary outreach as per the Jesuits who retained a place in court as theologians and academics. Adele Lee argues: English translators interpreted China as, and reduced it to, a storehouse of material goods. It is also highly indicative of how the English nation was increasingly defining itself in this period as a nation of merchants, that is, as a producer and consumer of goods. In contrast to the theologically and academically laden underpinnings of the Jesuits’ encounter with the Chinese, England’s attitude toward the same is, therefore, fundamentally shaped by economic interests. A formidable cultural and commercial power in East Asia, China could deliver the region to any number of European nations competing with each other across the globe. Yet Chinese trade remained elusive, and so was perceived as the ultimate Golden Fleece. Robert Markley notes in his assessment of “mercantile capitalism in the period,” China presented a fantasy of abundance that erased the difficulties inherent in investments that have yet to yield any tangible profit:

The Far East thus serves as a fantasy of space for mercantile capitalism because it allows for the rigorous externalization of costs: profits can be tallied (or future profits imagined) without calculating (to take only two examples) either the value of lost lives, ships, and cargoes, or the value in devastated local ecologies, of the
deforestation necessary to build ships for the British navy and East India Company fleets.\(^5\)

And so *Atlas Chinensis* participates in a larger fantasy of commercial promise of the Far East, one that the English sought to advantage but could only access vicariously through the Dutch who, in 1666, were in the best position to breach the isolationism of Chinese foreign policy.\(^6\)

One of the most prominent European powers in Southeast Asia in the middle of the seventeenth century, the Dutch East India Company considered an exclusive trade agreement with China necessary and, with the right diplomatic exertions, inevitable. Despite the commercial potential, justification for the expensive venture emphasizes the “long desired Free trade” in the context of “long” deliberations. The Lord General of Batavia, in consultation with the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagni of the Netherlands (also known as the VOC or Dutch East India Company), came to this conclusion:

Yet after long referrings, debates, and serious considerations, it was last again concluded, on the twenty eighth of May, Anno 1666, by the Lord General and Council of India, to send a Magnificent Embassy, with rich Presents to the Tartars Court, to the great Emperor of China and East Tartary, that if possible, they might at last attain to their so long desired Free trade through the whole realm of China.\(^7\)

Deeply familiar with the previous two embassies and thus aware of the limited success of even the most extensive efforts, the General of Batavia John Maatzaiker presents himself as a counterpart to the Emperor of China, since only those of royal blood would be seen as appropriate recipients of the imperial court’s direct correspondences. While the VOC’s previous two embassies were far from profitable, the General of Batavia sought a reversal of previously bad investments; that is, by investing even more. The written correspondence between Ambassador Pietre Van Hoorn and Constantine Nobel, whose experience in the previous embassies made him the main arbitrator of trade in this one, reveals the importance of spectacle: “Nothing more concerned him, than the promoting and making the Embassy more Honorable, that it might be performed with all fitting Splendor and Magnificence, of which there were fair appearances. But because nothing could be assured from the Chinese looks, therefore time must produce it.”\(^8\) The hesitation that emerges from the lack of assurance
“from the Chinese looks” gives way to the eagerness of performing and promoting the “fair appearances” of the Dutch. Trade through awe: a massive investment in creating magnificence.

There are indications that Ambassador Van Hoorn was not the most suitable leader for this venture. Indeed, his unsuitability offers a glimpse at the difficulties of global trade in the seventeenth century. Upon arrival at the coastal city of Hokfieu, Van Hoorn barely sidesteps hostilities that would end the embassy even before commencing the requisite trip to the imperial court in Peking. The Ambassador eagerly vocalizes his desire for commencing profitable exchanges between his men and the local merchants. However, no such agreement can occur without first embarking on the year long journey to pay tribute to the Emperor. John E. Willis, Jr. explains that

All rulers who wished to communicate formally with the imperial court had to acknowledge that they were subordinate to the Son of Heaven, dependent on his appointment or confirmation as a successor, received at the imperial capital as tributaries, their ambassadors as pei chen, ministers of ministers.9

Van Hoorn’s journey, therefore, can only occur when representatives of the coastal province in which he is docked and the central advisors of the Emperor in Peking approve Dutch travel. This approval hinges on the gifts that the Ambassador brings as tribute to the court. Therefore, important figures in this coastal region of Fokien, Vice Roy Singlamong and General Lipovy, must inventory and inspect all merchandise so as to obtain permission to travel. Anthony Cutler highlights gift exchange in his study of early modern state negotiations. He argues, “Gifts have been consigned by historians to that special oubliette where they keep the evidence they consider unhelpful to the understanding of political and economic events.”10 Cutler’s attentiveness to the social and political significance of gifts is especially relevant in not only representing political and economic intentions, but also in discerning the conditions for any European interactions with seventeenth century China. Ambassador Van Hoorn’s mishandling of this bureaucratic necessity is most evident in his inability to provide a definitive differentiation between “presents” and “goods for sale”; instead, he mixes them together and claims to the officials “That the goods which were to be sold, lay upon the presents”11 erroneously thinking the symbols of both might occupy the same space. The importance of
sifting through what is for sale and what are gifts—so important to the Chinese and so little attended to by Van Hoorn—indicates the risks of being ignorant of Chinese protocol.\textsuperscript{12}

Emphasizing the importance of the presentation of gifts, the first engraving accompanying the English translation conveys a visual and textual explanation of the diplomatic rituals needed to facilitate a more favorable consideration of the embassy. The illustration manages the scale of the encounter on two fronts: first, by providing a compacted representation of the hierarchically organized, symbolically relevant, ethnographically suggestive depiction of the Vice Roy Singlamong’s court and two, by dilating the itemized specifics of gift inventory and presentation. The folio size engraving, like all the illustrations of the embassy, uses the same plates of Dapper’s compilation shipped from Amsterdam to Ogilby’s London print shop. Set inside the Vice Roy’s court (Figure 1), the illustration records the presentation of goods to Vice Roy Singlamong so he can send the report to Peking and therefore obtain approval for travel. In the foreground is the shadowed movement of people carrying the merchandise to be meticulously inventoried. The engraving is accompanied by the following account:
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The chests and packs with the presents being opened, the goods were taken out in several parcels, brought and laid before their
Highnesses [the Vice King and General] to see them; seeming to be well pleased with them, especially some curious lanthorns and celestial and terrestrial spheres and globes: having satisfied their longings, and pleased their curiosity with viewing and reviewing, they commanded them to be laid up handsomely, and in good order again.  

Identifying which gifts generated the most attention, among the many under consideration, contributes to an understanding of what “well pleas[es] the Chinese.” Beyond confirming the widely reported lavishness of Chinese palaces, the illustration and accompanying text indicate the appropriate movement and placement within those spaces. Depicting the interior of the palace participates in the larger imperatives of travel writing of the age: offer access to royal spaces, convey opulent wealth, and mark the details that indicate social hierarchy. The seating arrangement highlights the mirroring images of Dutch emissaries to the left and Chinese royalty to the right. This mirroring characterizes almost all the depictions of Dutch-Sino encounter in the Atlas. However, this is its most formal and equal articulation. A less egalitarian representation of the encounter can be found in the central figures beyond the vista of seated witnesses. Ambassador Van Hoorn and his 13 year old son Joan present gifts to Vice King Singlamong who stands on a large platform (Figure 2). Not only is Singlamong elevated, the body stances of the men are stark. Van Hoorn looks up while in the midst of a curtsy, his unseen arm presumably touching his breast or reaching forward, both signs of deference. By contrast, Singlamong’s arm rests on his hip, his bent leg and lifted heel,
his leaning against the back wall of the royal stage, all culminate to depict a figure that is best described as casual. The detail of the engraving is remarkable in showing how the urgency of the embassy’s success depends upon the cooperation and goodwill of a seemingly indifferent bureaucrat.

When the trip to the imperial palace in Peking is approved, the journey is carefully documented in a mix of detailed accounts of challenges and of broader depictions of China’s landscapes and waterways. The long trip generated visual accounts of a vast, natural countryside and highly developed cityscapes of numerous Chinese provinces, while also producing cartographic engravings for future travel through those states. But once closer to Peking, the illustrations shift focus to emphasize people rather than landscapes (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: engraving after page 318](image)

The gloss of this engraving indicates that the meeting is located half an hour outside of Peking, when the Dutch party is welcomed by an official of the “board of ceremonies.” This master of ceremonies instructs the Dutch of appropriate protocol in the imperial palace. Even more so than in the provincial port of Hockfieu, access to centralized power is mediated by ritualistic exchange and the highly controlled movement of goods and people. The Dutch form a formal procession as they approach Peking’s formidable wall and narrow entrance, watched by well-armed Lipu guards.
After completing months of arduous travel, Van Hoorn is immediately required to relinquish the keys to the chests of gifts so that appropriate officials could “inspect” the offerings and decide if they are worthy of the Emperor’s attention. With little respite after the long trip, the Dutch are expected to have gifts to the Emperor— including oxen and horses— ready for presentation to the Emperor within one day.

Once within the walls of Peking, the Dutch emissaries are led to a palace courtyard to inventory the offerings (Figure 4). At the center of the illustration, a commander of the court is showing the “Hollanders particulars of presents.” The courtyard is a formidable structure and sets the stage for social, diplomatic, and commercial interactions. The royal palace “is likewise surrounded with three high stone walls, between the two first and the outward wall are the emperor’s guard and eunuchs; and the grand Mandarins or Councillors come thither to negotiate their affairs.”\textsuperscript{15} This scene is one of multiple and highly ritualized ceremonies of reverence to follow while in Peking. The gloss indicates that by the door stand “the table where said presents are orderly distributed.” The levels of mediation in the courtyard indicate a meticulous order of custom that the Dutch must acknowledge, and that the English translator carefully reiterates. While the details of the description have an ethnographic function of documenting

Figure 4: engraving after page 322
the social mores of Peking, the emphasis on the traffic of goods and gifts provides crucial information about Chinese rituals and attempts to manage the scale of global exchange through the dilation of trade details. Foregrounded are the physical materials of a commercial negotiation—disseminated, translated, and valued for its repeatability for future European readers potentially expected to engage in such rituals.

Arguably the most important ritual to be mastered should Dutch diplomatic exertions be successful, imperial banquets occupy much of the embassy’s account. *Atlas Chinensis* itemizes three formal feasts in the royal capital of Peking in July 1667 (Figure 5). The placement of tables are

![Figure 5: illustration after page 334](image)

according to rank, with indication that the Dutch do not hold a privileged position in this hierarchical setting. Presentation before the Emperor or the Emperor’s seal required participants of the banquet (Chinese nobles as well as foreign visitors) to “kowtow.” The account of this procedure is elaborately described as follows:

Voice bidding them ‘*Ascend*’; having passed on about fifteen paces they heard the same voice crying ‘*Kneel*’; and afterwards again, ‘*Bow your heads three times together, which done you may rise*’, soon
after it said, ‘Kneel down again, and once more bow your Head three times’; so they were to bow eighteen times and kneel six; all which being passed over, they cried, ‘Stand up, and go to your Lodgings’ which accordingly they did.¹⁶

The curtness of the demands prove peculiar for the Europeans, little apprehending the perceived honor there is in being allowed to bow before the Emperor’s seal. The orders come by a disembodied voice, devoid of the niceties expected of a diplomatic exchange. The lack of equality between state officials is deeply felt by the Dutch embassy. When not occupying a subjugated position in court interactions such as banqueting, Van Hoorn and his embassy are reduced to waiting in suspense for another urgent, unexpected beckoning. As elaborated in the premise to the embassy:

yet whatever Ambassadors they be, though the Negotiation be ever so serious, and of greatest import, nay, though they come loaden with Treasure, to be pour’d into the Emperors Exchequer, and be ancient Friends and Allies, yet they are entertained like Spies and Enemies, not suffered in their Journeys to see the Countries but hood winked, have no more Prospect than the Road they treat upon; and in like manner are as close Prisoners, locked up on their inns, and Places of purpose for such Reception; and when come to Court, not only secured but never permitted to Public Audience, or to see the Emperor, but manage all their Business by the Mandarins, or Officers of State.¹⁷

Anxiously anticipating the Emperor’s response to gifts, Van Hoorn hopes for a private conference with anyone above the Mandarin messengers and the guarding Tatars. The party left Foochow in 1668 with a sealed imperial edict addressed to the Governor General at Batavia and instructions not to be opened by Van Hoorn. In the edict was not only a rejection of the conditions of trade proposed by the Dutch, but also a reversal of any previous trade arrangements thus effectively ending all hope of Dutch commerce in China.

Why would a Dutch diplomatic trip—a failed one—be of any interest to an English audience? Part of the answer to this question involves the role of print in representing and mediating global encounters in the seventeenth century. Atlas Chinensis—as an English translation of the work of the prolific bookmaker Dapper—depicts an immense and complex series of cultural mores within a portable scale, collating and systemizing
expectations, behaviors, and rituals that are just as important to navigating China as the physical geography made accessible by cartographers. As Richard Barbour rhetorically formulates regarding English traders, “Must each new voyage err perpetually, or might a working knowledge of the East, transferrable to unseasoned mariners and factors, accumulate in London? How might such transfer be optimized?”18 The book marks a transnational European effort of establishing free trade with China, uniquely dependent upon the book industry to assess and amend gestures of accommodation. S.H. Lim expands on the importance of print material in assessing trade strategies:

> It appears it is not always assumed that obtaining firsthand knowledge of foreign lands, peoples, and cultures through actual voyaging to foreign shores is necessarily superior to learning or reading about distant places made available in published books. Literal voyaging across the seas may be not only exceedingly difficult but also error prone, leading to cultural engagement with the question of whether it may make more sense first to get acquainted with distant lands via the printed text before deciding to submit to the rigors of ocean travel.19

The importance of getting “acquainted” with distant places is especially important when engaging with complex political rituals and ingrained cultural traditions of a well-established civilization. The delineation of the natural world through cartographic representation is indeed a crucial aspect of globalization, but the illustrations of how to behave and what to expect in the unfamiliar spaces in which Europeans find themselves in China are similarly useful to navigating global engagements. This is especially true of the highly ritualized procedures of the Chinese imperial court which Europeans must accommodate (to recall Father Balion’s terms), or risk apathy and even dismissal. The information generated by the translation from the Dutch source to the English printing house therefore reveals an important contribution of book makers as agents of early modern globalization. A first-hand account can record movements and engagements across the globe, but a translation initiates trajectories and deploys knowledge beyond those published in the original.

Granted royal favor by Charles II as “His majesties cosmographer, geographic printer, and master of the revels in the Kingdom of Ireland,” John Ogilby is an English publisher set to capitalize on his audience’s
appetite for accounts of foreign lands. Ogilby specialized in translating the travels of other Europeans, creating a series of atlases featuring foreign lands beyond Europe’s borders. His London printing house frequently compiled pirated information from other book makers, often wholly recreating English versions of books emerging from prolific publishers located in the Netherlands. Because of the frequency, range, and beauty of the volumes emerging under Ogilby’s purview, Harriet Crawley applauds the publisher as “the greatest and most modern publisher in Europe.” Despite the high quality and relative popularity of Ogilby’s atlases, they have often been passed over by scholarly analysis. Instead, the attention given to Ogilby’s legacy focuses mainly on his publication of original maps of English cities, towns, and travel routes. Indeed, Katherine Van Eerde’s monograph on Ogilby’s opus categorically dismisses some of the most compelling aspects of the atlases as trifle: “Such items as reprinted letters, suggested treaties and lists of gifts exchanged between the two parties could hardly have been significant to many English readers and might have been placed in an appendix, if they were included simply to swell the size of the volume.” Rather than simply swelling the size of the volume, details of foreign exchange offer a glimpse of the global networks mobilizing economic, political, and cultural encounters and anticipate European interest and interaction in China. Ogilby’s careful reiteration of trade attempts is just as crucial as cartographic reproduction in successfully navigating a foreign land. Furthermore, and despite the failure of the Dutch embassy, Atlas Chinensis emerges as a valuable English resource for conceiving of the extent and the nature of commercial trade in Asia. The engravings and descriptions, far from simply recording global encounters, shape the initial conception and manipulation of a strict tributary system shaping all inter-state contact —trade or otherwise—in the region.

To this end, Atlas Chinensis represents and mediates the difference between “Trade” and “Tributes” played out through Van Hoorn’s interactions with the Chinese. Joseph Escherick notes of the rituals of the Chinese court:

[they] were designed to establish a clear hierarchical relationship between the Chinese emperor as Son of Heaven and the rulers of subordinate neighboring states. In this respect, foreign relations were no different from any other Chinese social relations, where
hierarchies of age, gender, social position, and official rank were understood as the natural order of things. As Emperor of China, the “Supreme Leader” expects gifts from representatives of subordinate nation states in Asia. Developing the relevance of this system for trade, David Kang argues that “the emphasis on status and hierarchy pervaded not just states' relations to China but extended to all foreign relations of the time. The tribute system was the region-wide political framework that allowed for diplomacy, travel, and official and private trade between all the states in the region.” Episodes of the embassy’s frustrated approach to seeking “unmolested Trade” prove the incompatibility of Dutch ambitions for unrestricted commerce on the one hand, and an inter-Asian tributary system on the other. But in pointing out the incompatibility of these paradigms, Atlas Chinensis documents the rituals that comprise the complex commercial and political negotiations expected when paying tribute to the Emperor in Peking. Indeed, careful attention to the movement of gifts and the adherence to rituals are relevant to future mediations between European commercial aspirations and Chinese tributary demands. Historians have noted the subordinate position held by Europeans when embarking on religious missions or commercial exploits in China. I want, instead, to point out that the subordination experienced by the Dutch in the Chinese court, as compiled and translated by book producers, has a function beyond pointing out that subordination. Reiterating complaints about the supplication expected of Europeans in Asia is not the primary function of the book’s production and translation. Instead, subordination is presented as the tactical position Europeans must negotiate within the logic of an inter-Asian tributary system. Therefore, Ogilby’s detailed translation of Dutch-Sino encounters has less to do with the fate and treatment of the embassy and more to do with iterating the rituals, behaviors, and negotiations essential to navigating a Chinese tributary system. Atlas Chinensis is evidence of the role of the book in arbitrating the fundamental irreconcilability between trade and tribute. Through dilation of specific court rituals experienced by the Dutch and by compacting amalgamated knowledge cobbled from various European accounts of China, the book producer not only represents, but also shapes, global commerce. While granting that the book hinges on “the ways in which the descriptions of Chinese practices were shaped by assumptions based on European experience” and therefore no
way guarantees success in the region, the record, by virtue of its movement across Europe’s borders and its effect on different agents interested in success in China, engages a cross-cultural and transnational collaboration that transcends the hostilities between two competing nations.

The English were fully aware of the global dominance of the Netherlands at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Of particular note was Dutch economic power, especially the trading company’s, VOC’s, success in East Asia. Arthur Weststeign’s analysis of Dutch expansion emphasizes the extent of the republic’s worldwide triumphs: “Dutch vessels dominated global trade, while soldiers and settlers of the East and West India Companies occupied extensive territories from Java to the Cape of Good Hope and from Recife to the estuary of the Hudson.” Outlining the Dutch VOC commercial dominance, Claudia Schnurmann remarks:

Like the Portuguese before them, the Dutch could get a foot in the door only by remaining to live in, and trade from, permitted restricted places .... [T]he limited Dutch success nevertheless bestowed prestige on the VOC and evoked envy, especially in England, where less successful rivals in London nicknamed the Dutch ‘the Chinese of Europe’ because of their trade with the Far East.

Schnurmann highlights the disparagement of the Dutch in English culture, a disdain that involves envy as well as resentment. The contentious relations between the Dutch and English in Asia were made notoriously evident by the Amboyna Massacre in March 1623, wherein Dutch officials executed English and Japanese factions in Amboyna. Although *Atlas Chinensis* was published in London almost 50 years later, the impact of the Amboyna Massacre continued to inform Anglo-Dutch relations. As Karen Chancey argues, “the occurrence played an important role in English politics under the early Stuarts, and influenced English/Dutch relations for a century.” Within a century of heated tensions in Asia between two competing naval powers vying for leverage in the spice trade, it is possible to see the book not as an intersection of interests but as an English cautionary projection of Dutch failure. Adele Lee emphasizes the antagonism provoked by the book industry, examining English shortcomings in the face of Dutch ambitions: “In forcing the English to rely on the accounts of the despised [Dutch], China, then, served as a pointed reminder to the English of just how much they lagged behind rival
Europeans in terms of overseas achievement.” But in *Atlas Chinensis*, the embassy’s representation of a failed Dutch embassy underplays past confrontations and topical tensions. Rather than emphasizing England’s lack of influence on the global stage, the atlas presents a narrative of Euro-Asian geopolitics that aligns English interest with Dutch experience and so anticipates Dutch failure as a precursor to English success.

While political and mercantile hostility fuels the Anglo-Dutch trade wars of the seventeenth century, *Atlas Chinensis* codifies an interchangeability that effaces a history of mutual aggression between the European global traders. Despite the critical field’s emphasis on China as the grounds for European rivalry and antagonism, the textual and visual materials about China flowed across competing nation states, particularly between print houses in Amsterdam and in London, with little resistance. Accounting for the traffic of materials historians note “an excellent internal distribution system centered on Amsterdam...which meant that merchants and travellers, products and ideas, from across the continent and around the globe could enter the Dutch Republic and contribute, in various ways, to the business of books.” The book is thus evidence of the way print media has the potential to mediate—or at least present the overlapping of shared commercial interests—between competing European states. Printed materials contribute to the commercial agenda underwriting global exchange, revealing how discord does not constitute or characterize all of the traffic between England and the Low Countries. Marjorie Rubright’s discussion of “Dutchness” in England reveals that at least in patterns of commercial interaction, association and kinship, rather than difference and conflict, are more productive models for understanding Anglo-Dutch relations. Although textual and visual accounts of the Van Hoorn embassy are Dutch narratives, these transnationally consumed printed materials—such as the traffic of information from Dapper’s printing house to Ogilby’s—downplays Anglo-Dutch differences in order to emphasize the intersection of these countries’ interests in China. Antagonism against the Dutch was an inevitable offshoot of global competition. But at the time of the book’s publication, it was possible to see the Dutch not exclusively as a hostile rival, but also as an advantageous source for navigating global commerce.

In his comprehensive study of print production’s role in shaping early modern exoticism, Benjamin Schmidt traces the emergence of a less
provincial, more broadly European perspective, a “new way to see, read, consume, and comprehend the non-European world. It marked a significant shift from earlier modes of description, characterized by intense contestation—national, confessional, colonial, imperial—to modes that allowed a generically ‘European’ consumer to enjoy a generically ‘exotic’ world.”39 I track a very early and foundational iteration of this in Atlas Chinensis. The translation from Dutch to English marks a burgeoning sense of affiliation across competing interests—an affiliation motivated by the promise of trade in China and the need to comprehend a tributary system to be navigated before ambitious, and as yet unrequited, commercial advances can even begin.40 Furthermore, Schmidt contextualizes the upsurge of printed material from Amsterdam within a larger geopolitical struggle that contributed to the shift of focus from participant in world affairs to producer of written accounts of world affairs. He states,

the [Dutch] Republic was becoming less and less engaged in conquering the world as it became more and more vested in describing it... [T]he Dutch could afford to step aside and operate the concession stand, as it were, of European expansion, offering images of the world to those fast entering the competition.41

Building on Schmidt’s analysis of the innovation and profusion of Dutch printed material for European consumption, I argue that Dapper’s compilation provides an auspicious function at the time of Ogilby’s translation and dissemination in 1671. No longer seen by the English as competitors for East Asian strongholds, no longer a rival in the race to colonize Americas, the Dutch emerge as representational surrogates for European agents of trade in China. As representational surrogates, Dutch trade embassies (even failed ones) function to provide a global advantage for English readers.

The proficiency of traffic between print houses, furthermore, speaks to the implicit benefit of itemizing the immediate experiences of one group in order to create a body of knowledge shared across a diverse audience. Atlas Chinensis confirms the advantageous position of the Dutch as a legitimate source of knowledge based on previous, first-hand interactions; but the translation also projects a potential advantage for the English as a well-positioned naval power eager to maximize Asian encounters. Representing credibility on one hand and potential on the other, the book
enacts the cooperation between otherwise competing European powers. The documentation of China, in which Dutch attempts are presented for the consumption of an English reader, dangles the immense wealth and unimaginable promise of commercial opportunities in Asia. And it does this precisely by making that immensity navigatable, by dilating the rituals essential to success, and by compacting the amalgamation of knowledge within a manageable volume. Beyond bringing back foreign customs for local consumption, Ogilby’s translation contributes to the development of a globally inclined commercial model in which the English are better able, due to Dutch accounts of trade aspirations in China, to cultivate an understanding of, and potentially participate in, global encounters in the seventeenth century.42

The book industry in Europe thrived in its ability to capture the intertwined nature of mercantile ventures, military tensions, and political accommodations experienced in various locales beyond the reader’s reach. The traffic between Dutch-English printing houses, and their effects on the formation of alliances both material and ideological, is a fruitful object for the study of the history of print and its role in the realization of mercantile interests and global tactics in that distant region.43 Ogilby’s translation marks the process of lingering representation beyond the global encounter—a process that manages the scale of Chinese trade rituals within a tributary system and so serves a particular function in the repeated interpellation of China for European consumption. The interpellation of China to pique and to satisfy English interests, and therefore its representational value at points when geopolitics and textual, visual depictions intersect, hinges not on the participants of the global encounter but on those who produce the encounter for consumption, dissemination and, in the case of China, assessment of approaches to possible commercial strategies. For the interest of economic success in China, Anglo-Dutch hostilities seem less important than English knowledge generated by Dutch firsthand, detailed accounts. The surrogate function of the Dutch construction of Chinese customs and rituals fashions an English anticipation of the shape and the scale of future global engagements. The China of European publications too often represents frustration for those hoping to profit. But to the degree that ventures to China withhold economic gratification, the representation of these ventures console with the ocular proof of prosperity and the aid of detailed
instruction. The careful detailing of the tributary system and the inventory of exchanges, along with illustrations to meticulously depict the spatial orientation and cultural expectations of trade rituals, is enabled by the print networks of the period. In the process, the imperatives of a shared commercial goal efface national differences in order to deliver access to what is out of reach. To refer back to the epigraph is to recognize that as risky and unlikely an Anglo-Chinese trade alliance would seem in the middle of the seventeenth century, the close account offered by *Atlas Chinensis* warrants that should the opportunity ever arise the English would not be accused, as Balion derides of the Dutch, of being “ignorant of affairs.”
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